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Death Of Kings The Saxon
Saxons’ adoption of Christianity has often been labelled as peaceful, in reality many were swayed by the threat of aggression. Marc Morris investigates the violence that greased the wheels of conversi ...
Anglo-Saxon conversion: the coming of the cross (at the point of a sword)
Learn about the Revolt of the Earls against William the Conqueror and more about East Anglia's history at Norwich Castle.
Castle Corner: how Norwich Castle was at the heart of the revolt against William the Conqueror
Later, when Eric was killed in battle, the Vikings agreed to be ruled by England's king. The most powerful Anglo-Saxon king was Edgar. Welsh and Scottish rulers obeyed him as well as the English ...
What happened to the Anglo-Saxons and Vikings?
A strong and successful leader became 'cyning', the Anglo-Saxon word for 'king'. Each king ruled a kingdom and led a small army. From time to time, the strongest king would claim to be 'bretwalda ...
How was Anglo-Saxon Britain ruled?
Let’s begin with the last of these Wessex kings, the one that came right before William. Edward The Confessor, so called because he was a very pious and religion man: he was the one who had a church ...
Crazy British Monarchy: They came from France!
After the death of her husband in 796 AD ... Her husband, King Offa, is widely hailed as one of the most powerful Anglo-Saxon kings until the rise of Alfred the Great. Offa is best remembered ...
Archaeologists close in on lost burial site of Anglo-Saxon Queen Cynethryth in Berkshire
How did the Anglo-Saxons conceptualise the interim between death and Doomsday? In Paradise, Death and Doomsday in Anglo-Saxon Literature, Dr. Kabir presents the first investigation into the ...
Paradise, Death and Doomsday in Anglo-Saxon Literature
In Berkshire, England, the seat of power for one of the most influential women in Medieval history, Queen Cynethryth, has been discovered.
Archaeologists Discover Mighty Queen’s Seat of Medieval Power in a Lost Monastery in England
Following his death in 796 AD ... Cynethryth was a queen of the Anglo-Saxon kingdom of Mercia, husband to King Offa and mother to the latter's successor, Ecgfrith. Little is known about ...
Queen Cynethryth of Mercia's monastery FOUND near Berkshire church
Before his death he had ruled Mercia, one of the main Anglo Saxon kingdoms in Britain, which spanned the English Midlands. King Offa is considered by many historians to have been the most powerful ...
Archaeologists find 'lost' monastery ruled by Queen of Mercia
Discover how the Normans built Norwich Castle and the history of East Anglia under William the Conqueror's rule.
Castle Corner: Who built Norwich Castle and how was medieval East Anglia born?
The King had ruled Mercia before his death, and is considered by many historians to have been the most powerful Anglo-Saxon king before Alfred the Great. He is known for ordering the creation of ...
University of Reading archaeologists make 'breakthrough' discovery
A lost Anglo-Saxon monastery governed by King Offa’s wife has been found beneath ... The abbey she joined after his death is documented in contemporary sources, but appears to have vanished ...
Anglo-Saxon queen’s missing monastery unearthed after 1,000 years
The twentieth anniversary of the attacks of 9/11 should make as confront anew the American government’s torture regime in all its forms, past and present, ...
Come, Sweet Death in the Torture Chamber
They are joined by a Saxon priest from Exeter ... from her return to newly Protestant Scotland following the death of her husband, the French King, until her escape to England following the ...
“The Diary of Brother Prious” by Ray Tyrrell is published by New Generation Publishing
Many actors who appeared on the original Fantasy Island enjoyed more than one visit to the mysterious vacation spot. Here are some you may not know passed away.
Fantasy Island Actors You May Not Know Passed Away
Is Elvis worth more now than before his death? Indeed, the King would today be worth far more than when he was alive, despite not being able to perform or release new singles. According to Forbes ...
Elvis Presley net worth: The King’s incredible fortune turned into millionaire debt
Fans of 'The Last Kingdom' recently revealed which character they're 'shocked' is still around. We have the details.
‘The Last Kingdom’: Fans Reveal Which Character They’re ‘Shocked’ Is Still Around
How did the Anglo-Saxons conceptualize the interim between death and Doomsday? In this 2001 book, Ananya Jahanara Kabir presents an investigation into the Anglo-Saxon belief in the 'interim paradise': ...
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